H3 Leadership provides a practical road map for implementing and living out the transformational habits of a leader. True leadership can be complex. Brad Lomenick keeps it simple with the three transformational habits of leadership: stay hungry, be humble, always hustle. These powerful words describe the leader who is willing to work hard, get it done, and make sure it’s not about him or her; the leader who knows that influence is about developing the right habits for success. H3 Leadership is an application-driven, practical leadership resource that provides much needed guidance on how to run the leadership race well. Based on a decade of work with Catalyst and the gathered insights of leaders in a wide range of fields, H3 Leadership gives leaders a critical edge by showing how to: Develop an appetite for what’s next Outwork everyone else Set standards that scare you Forge partnerships with coworkers and competitors. Listeners of this highly practical audiobook will find it chock-full of easy-to-incorporate tips for catalytic leadership.
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Customer Reviews
Seventeen years ago, my friend Judy handed me John Maxwell’s classic book, "The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership" As a fledgling leader eager to grow and learn, this was like pouring cold, refreshing water on a thirsty plant. I devoured the book in a day and have referred back to it countless times in my quest to continue to grow and develop as a leader. I have read numerous books about leadership, taking away valuable insights and teachings from each one."H3
Leadership” is the first book I have read in those ensuing years that approaches Maxwell’s "21 Laws" in terms of the sheer volume of valuable content, wisdom, and practical application to the gift of leadership. Written by Brad Lomenick, the founder and former president of "Catalyst," this book has the potential to achieve the same level of respect and become a must read for all leaders as any of Maxwell’s numerous books on the subject."H3" looks at three simple questions:Who are you? (Be Humble); Where are you going? (Stay Hungry), and; How will you get there? (Always Hustle). Lomenick examines each of these category questions through the lens of 6-7 different habits that effective leaders must develop if they want to reach their full potential. Like me, Brad Lomenick is a Christian, so our values are closely aligned, which lent even more value to me as I read. I found his list of 20 habits to be particularly helpful in focusing my attention on areas where I need improvement. Like Maxwell’s "21 Laws", Lomenick distills each habit down into specific practices that enable the reader to evaluate their own progress in each area.

H3 Leadership seeks to respond to three large overarching questions: HUMBLE: âœWho am I?âœ HUNGRY: âœWhere do I want to go?âœ HUSTLE: âœHow will I get there?âœ In the book H3 Leadership Lomenick dives further into sub-sets of questions to answer to go along with each of these. Here is the basic overview of the book:

HUMBLE
Self-Discovery: Know who you are
Openness: Share the real you with others
Meekness: Remember itâ€™s not about you
Conviction: Stick to your principles
Faith: Prioritize your day so God is first
Assignment: Live out your calling

HUNGRY
Ambition: Develop an appetite for whatâ€™s next
Curiosity: Keep learning
Passion: Love what you do
Innovation: Stay current, creative, and engaged
Inspiration: Nurture a vision for a better tomorrow
Bravery: Take calculated risks

HUSTLE
Excellence: Set standards that scare
Stick-with-it-ness: Take the long view
Execution: Commit to completion
Team Building: Create an environment that attracts and retains the best and brightest
Partnership: Collaborate with colleagues and competitors
Margin: Nurture healthier rhythms
Generosity: Leave the world a better place
Succession: Find power in passing the baton

While there is much that I like about this book and many lessons a leader can take away from it there is alot of information that can be applied. I can see myself re-reading this a couple more times in various seasons. For today I will focus on two big takeaways that can be challenges for me.

My Two Big Takeaways:
A Habit of Stick-With-It-Ness: Take the Long View
The modern tendency is to assume that âœenererâœ always means âœbetter.
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